
About & Scope
Open Minds Quarterly is a glossy 28-page consumer magazine with paid circulation, which 
features poetry, memoir, fiction, interviews, reviews and other writing and art by people 
whose experiences are often diagnosed as mental illnesses or addictions, and by our 
supporters and allies. OMQ aims to amplify the voices of people personally affected by 
mental illness and/or addiction, facilitating explorations of life with(in) illness and recovery. 
In so doing, we:

1. create space for people with lived experience of mental illness and/or addiction to 
consider our differences, the marginalization and oppression many of us face because of 
colonization, racism, misogyny, transphobia, homophobia, ableism and capitalism, and the 
ways these and other injustices make us unwell;

2. grow the language, narrative structures and media forms available to us for making sense 
of our world; we help to shape contemporary Canadian and world literatures; 

3. offer our lived experiences to inform policy, legislation and community attitudes around 
mental illness; and

4. testify to the significance, impact and dignity of our lives, in spite of the stigma that marks 
us otherwise.

OMQ is published by Northern Initiative for Social Action, a peer-run mental health support 
organization built on the premise that people with mental illnesses and/or addiction are 
intelligent, creative and valuable.

Alizarin is a pseudonym for an artist who lives in Sudbury, Ontario. 
"Medley", (104 cm x 104 cm) is her first and last quilt. She taught 
herself embroidery and worked at intervals over 25 years to finish 
fourteen squares. The stitching was done entirely by hand and 
spontaneously. More often, she finds comfort in painting and 
drawing. Sometimes, she writes. She often corrects other people's 
grammar and spelling when she should leave well enough alone. 
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emanations | poetry, flash & experimental

14  • James Butler …  15

Thought • James Butler …  15

The Lure of the Sea  • Maz Loton …  15

I am Home • Sarah Paden …  15

Spinning Wheel • Kathryn Lund …  15

Summer Impenetrable • Diane Tucker …  16

inscriptions | information, interviews & reviews

Welcome  …  4

About the 2017 BrainStorm Poetry Contest Judges   …  5
A brief  Q&A about the contest, mental health and literature.

Versions of Truth and Loss   • Daniel Crow … 25
A review of  John Darnielle’s "Universal Harvester."

Submission Guidelines  …  26

About the Authors  …  27

brainstorm poetry contest | 2017 winners

Go Gentle for Now   • Michelle Firman … 6
Hangnails   • Carella Keil … 7
A Certain Kinship   • Pat Anthony … 7

attestations | creative nonfiction

A Cup of Water, Given by a Stranger’s Hand  …  8
A reflection on the significance of  small gestures. 

Better Enough  • Kayla Chang  …  9
In the hospital, she forms a temporary bond with her roommate.

Kindness   • Mary Mellon … 12
Growing up and coming of  age with mental illness.

refractions | fiction & storytelling

Azazel  • Ken Baikie …  17
A parable about a scapegoat.

Gavage!  • Daniel Antoszyk …  18
Skrat’s plans are increasingly risky and manipulative.                                  
Can Nana continue to stomach them?

Shedding Light  • Tyler Gabrysh …  21
On the ideal location and the weight of  distance.

Henry is Weightless • Jonan Pilet …  23
Henry’s ruminations turn his mind into a broken record.

an erratum:  Last issue's cartoon "Closure" was drawn by Jean 
Thompson but not credited in the Table of Contents. We acknowledge 
her here and thank her for sharing her compelling artwork with us 
consistently over the years. 


